A multitrial analysis for revealing significant corticocortical networks in magnetoencephalography and electroencephalography.
We present an MEG/EEG framework to reveal statistically significant brain areas engaged in the same cognitive process across trials without resort to averaging procedures. The variability of neuronal responses is assumed to take place only in the reconstructed time series of cortical sources and not in their positions. This hypothesis allows the use of the surrogate data method to detect recurrently active brain areas across trials adjusted with any cortically constrained focal MEEG inverse solution. Results obtained from synthetic data show that considering several trials enhances the accuracy of the source localisation. We apply this approach on MEG data recorded during a simple visual stimulation. The considered stimulus is frequency tagged in order to reveal the neural network correlated to its perception using phase synchronisation analysis. The results show consistent patterns of distributed synchronous networks centred on occipital areas.